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Minutes of Meeting
 

Subject: Locker Finishes, Guardrail and Sunshade metal finish color 
 
Project: Laney College Athletic Fields and Field House Project # 2338
 
Date: April 4, 2011 1:00PM 1:45PM
 
Attendees:  For Laney College; John Beam, Jay Uchivim and Trent Tornabene for the 
District. For Gilbaine: ilia Florentin Scott Jewel, Tricia Heine and Erik Arevalo,  CM  Angel 
A. Alvarez
 
 
The meeting was organized to obtain The College’s selection of finishes for Lockers and 
Outdoor Metal finishes. 
Illia Florentin presented the color selection chart for Lockers along with the recommended 
grey finishes suggested by the GEBT Architects.  John Beam was expecting a mock up or 
at least a picture and he was deeply disappointed by the lack of samples.  Scott Jewell 
suggested that he picks from the smaple finishes and color chart the closest candidates to 
the materials that they might approve.  After some consideration and input from Trent; 
John Beam relented and asked that actual physical samples be provided for him to really 
look at them, with some pictures if available. John picked 3 samples; one was Fusion Maple 
#7909-6, Manitoba Maple # 7911-60 and a darker wood #7954-60. During the course of the 
discussion Ilia pointed out that he must order the lockers before Thursday of this week. 
That the schedule is the big issue. 
 
Two Metal finish samples were given to him to take back and discuss with his staff; one is  a 
dark green which the AOR strongly recommends against and another white powder coated 
sample.  John Beam was advised that an aluminum or silver color maybe a candidate from 
which to pick.  He took both samples for consideration and will reply by tomorrow. 
 
Ilia Florentin informed us all that by tomorrow we should have samples of the sample 
flooring for the Weight Room, Training room and other rooms from which to select colors.  
Samples of the Nora Flooring were actually available for view,  Mondo is trying to match 
the colors scheme by Nora. 
 
As a follow up John Beam said on 5-5-2011 that he is leaning toward the white metal finish 
but he wants to talk to GEBT Architects.  
 
  
 
 
Angel A. Alvarez
 
Copies to Gilbane
John Beam and Trent Tornabene
S Katz 
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